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Vassilios Letsios

BACK TO BABEL IN THE TIME OF
STANDARD MODERN GREEK

LANGUAGE VARIETIES IN THE NOVEL ΑΝΤΙΠΟΙΗΣΙΣ ΑΡΧΗΣ

[I am grateful to Roderick Beaton, Alexandra Georgakopoulou, David Ricks, and Peter Mackridge
for their meticulous reading of drafts of this paper, perceptive comments and advice. The comments
from the audience of the 30th Anniversary MGSA Symposium at Princeton University (1999)
were particularly helpful.]

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this study is the literary use of language in the novel Antipoivhsi" Archv",
which was written by Alexandros Kotzias (1926–92) and first published in 1979 (Kotzias
1992b). It will center on a linguistic description of its language varieties and an exami -
nation of its various linguistic styles. The aim is to argue that this range of varieties and
styles represents the author’s deliberate rejection of a linguistic straitjacket and that this,
in turn, reflects a time of liberation of the language at an official level in Greece. This
rich linguistic repertoire generates, as we shall see, constant linguistic interaction among
the speaking characters and simultaneously provides persuasive evidence that narrative
fiction does not need to be limited linguistically.

THE ‘LANGUAGE QUESTION’ CONTEXT 

No historical account of Modern Greek literature can ignore the impact of the ‘Language
Question’ (‘LQ’), that is to say the debate about the appropriate form of the written lan -
guage (Babiniotis 1979: 1-16; Browning 1982: 66-7; Mackridge 1985: 6-11; Mackridge
1990: 25-71). According to Ferguson’s notion of diglossia, two functionally different
varieties of the same language, a distinct High (H) variety, Katharevousa (K), and a
(socially) Low (L) variety, Demotic (D), coexist (Ferguson 1959: 336). K is differentiated



from D mostly through a greater degree of grammatical complexity as a strictly stan dard -
ized language whose transmission does not occur in the context of primary social iza tion,
but rather secondarily in schools. It is not used in everyday conversation, but instead in
formal speech situations and for written communication (Bussmann 1996: 128). 

Drawing on the period of the Colonels’ regime (1967-1974), Kotzias’ novel focuses on
the specific historical point of the Polytechnic School’s uprising in November 1973. The
essential themes of compromise and resistance to the dictatorship are reflected in the
novel’s writing and time of publication. Long before 1967 though, the ‘LQ’, increasingly
became of a political issue; D became associated with the political Left and K with the
political Right. Beaton, referring to the Colonels’ fulsome entitled National Language, says
that, ‘although the text denies it, the prescription of the Armed Forces HQ marks the
final assertion of a more or less formal state of diglossia’ (Beaton 1994: 325). 

Since the fall of the Colonels’ regime, the ‘LQ’ and its polarization for almost a
century, seems to be coming to an informal end. Significantly, the novel was published in
1979, yet, the ‘LQ’, in relation to the way literature is written and read, ended officially
with the Education Act of 1976 (Landsman 1989: 171). This Act attempted to abolish
diglossia and its concomitant linguistic, educational and political problems by declaring
D to be the official language. Margaret Alexiou argued that since the nineteenth century
MG language reflects how written and spoken forms have evolved into ‘a series of
complex and constantly changing oppositions that affect writing and speech in different
but interrelated ways’ (Alexiou 1982: 173-4). 

Since the distinction between K and D cannot be absolute, ‘the two varieties could
more adequately be represented on a continuum with extreme D on one end, and extreme
K on the other’ (Doukanari 1991: 510). The term Standard Modern Greek (SMG)
(Browning 1982: 58; Mackridge 1985: 11-14; Joseph and Warburton 1987: 2), which
linguists use to refer to the current form of the Greek language, is described as a ‘lively
entity, a complex system made up of components which have arrived from different
sources and by various routes; the sum total of all the idiolects of its users’ (Holton 1990:
32). In the time of SMG, the two distinct forms and their linguistic varieties and features
are available to speakers or writers to define their discourse appropriate to a variety of
contexts. Mackridge, in his study of MG language, says that,

the official introduction of SMG into all walks of life has made it at last possible
for Greeks to make stylistic choices from the wealth of alternative words and
forms: thus a new set of registers suitable for various situations is developing
within this one language, where before there existed simply the invidious choice
between K, D, and mikthv (Mackridge 1985: 14).
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For example, Mackridge has attempted to describe general stylistic characteristics of both
oral and written discourse and the distinctions provide opportunities for stylistic choices in
an appropriate range of registers (Mackridge 1985: 338-60). The way this relates to what I
want to say is that Kotzias is not using SMG as an organic synthesis (Babiniotis 1979a: 7)
but deliberately highlights the underlying associations between linguistic choices and
registers of language use. The novel, as I hope to show, can be read as a modern appro -
priation of the myth of Babel mirroring the author’s attempts to communicate his response
to a historical, political, and linguistic abnormality.

THE NOVEL AND ITS RECEPTION

The novel was first published five years after the fall of the Colonels’ regime and three
years after the abolishment of K and diglossia. It was part of a new style of prose-fiction
writing, and centered on recent political history and in particular to the events of the
Civil War or the uprising at Athens Polytechnic. These violent events are reported
through the perspective of an informer, who ironically, is named by the name of a klepht
of the early nineteenth century, Katsandonis. 

The title of the novel, in juridical K jargon, is polysemantic. In fact, it seems that
there is as much usurpation of authorities as there are usurpers and ‘authorities’ in the
novel. The resistant students say: ‘wsovtou upocrewqeiv h diktatorikhv kubevrnhsh na

egkataleivyei thn archv pou sfeterivsthke’ (: 167), whereas the Prime Minister claims:
‘oi anarcikoiv apevblepon ei" ton klonismovn kai thn uponovmeusin th" eqnikhv"

upostavsew"’ (: 282). From the first perspective, the colonels usurped the authority of
democracy while from the second it was the students who tried to usurp the dictatorship.

In terms of the use of language in the novel, as signified through the title,
‘antipoivhsi"’ mirrors the ‘anti-poetic’ varieties of language such as the underworld’s argot
or slang, ‘private’ or ‘secret’ varieties that are known to exclusive initiates. Such speakers
use ‘en archv hn o lovgo"’ to identify the Word alternatively and typically coin new
equivalents for ‘standard’ terms and concepts. By extension, this anti-language applies to
the radical linguistic deviation and neologisms that characterize an anti-novel that does
not conform to the conventions of narrative discourse typically associated with novel
(Wales 1995: 27-8).

As a writer, Kotzias had always been a linguistically aware at both a theoretical and
practical level (Kotzias et al. 1989: 4; Kotzias 1992a: 8). This propensity appears to have
developed as the result of being an admirer of Papadiamantis’ poetic language and an able
translator of some of the most widely read and influential writers, in terms of their sense
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of language, such as Dostoevsky and Kafka. He is considered to be ‘evna" suggrafeva"

hqikov"’ (Yatromanolakis 1994: 202), and was publishing for almost forty years, starting
with the novel H poliorkiva (1953), and ending with O pugmavco" (1991), just before his
death by accident. In general, he focused on the events of the Civil War, and by referring
to it as ‘o triakontaethv" povlemo"’ (1944-74) he related it to the ‘triakontaethv"

povlemo"’ in ancient Greece.
Apart from the initial critical reaction at the time of its publication, very little

analytical research into the novel’s complex use of language has been undertaken, apart
from a few comments or brief articles. Tziovas says that ‘apoteleiv endecomevnw" staqmov

gia th glwvssa tou neoellhnikouv pezouv lovgou twn eikosipevnte teleutaivwn crovnwn’
(Tziovas 1993: 210), whereas Miké mentions that ‘eivnai exairetikav duvskolo na

trabhvxei kaneiv" th diacwristikhv grammhv anavmesa sta glwssikav epivpeda’ (Miké
1994: 179). Most of the critics, who refer to the language of the novel quote Zannas’
words: ‘mia glwssikhv anadhmiourgiva pou apokaluvptei tautovcrona th fqorav th"

glwvssa", allav kai ti" dunatovthtev" th"’ (Zannas 1980: 86). Fourteen years later,
Yatromanolakis still drawing on Zannas, added that such a linguistic system ‘probavllei

evna alhqinov ovrama’ (Yatromanolakis 1994: 212). Overall, the essential uses of language
that are identified are humor (Canakis 1994: 234), irony (Beaton 1994: 285; Ziras 1989:
165), disorientation (Peckham 1996: 141), and true presentation (Kourtovik 1994: 53) of
a cultural (Tsaknias 1983: 50), historical (Romanos 1985: 215), or ideological (Argiriou
1979: 70) decline.

Typically, a few of the novel’s linguistic dimensions are briefly discussed by means of a
Bakhtinian theoretical framework. Its language has been merely characterized as
‘polyphonic’, ‘polyglossic’, or ‘heteroglot’ – the term that Bakhtin used to distinguish
between the language used to represent the attitudes and opinions of the authors and that
used by individual characters in fiction and epic (Bakhtin 1981) – without in depth
description or justification. For example, Tziovas claims that ‘h Antipoivhsi" shmatodoteiv

th metavbash se mia pio eteroglwssikhv dekaetiva gia th neoellhnikhv pezografiva’
(Tziovas 1993: 213). Miké says that ‘o istov" twn pollwvn fwnwvn pou plevkontai gerav

metaxuv tou" eivnai kalav ufasmevno"’ (Miké 1994: 159), while Yatromanolakis says that
‘dhmiourgeiv thn aivsqhsh enov" pragmatikouv polufwnikouv kai anexivqrhskou

glwssikouv susthvmato"’ (Yatromanolakis 1994: 212).
In summary, critics have already mentioned the complexity of the novel’s literary

language and some dimensions of its use, but they have not described it in detail from a
linguistic point of view. Given that Greek prose fiction in the last two decades evolves
progressively towards polyphony (Tziovas 1993: 213; Beaton 1994: 348), and since ‘it is
probably only since 1976 that it has been possible to write about Modern Greek literature
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from a standpoint outside the debate about the language’ (Beaton 1994: 15), there is a
need to discuss and analyze how such a complicated language works in the novel in a
more detailed manner and this is the objective of this study. 

GOING BEYOND

ourliavzoune sthn avsfalto kavtw apov thn taravtsa oi cemaggiovroi avin-tsbavi>-

ravou" evxw wrev pantivdoi mouskevt fouzilivren sto zintavni ourliavzei o

cemaggiovro" Ouvrlic me iobovllon ovmma tsourmpeletovn mouskevt ki a" ton

perikalavne apov to ravdio tÔ anarcoskatovpaida adevrfia ma" stratiwvte"

adevrfia ma" stratiwvte" adevrfia ma" stratiwv (: 274)

The passage above illustrates that Greek prose fiction authors of the time had a wide
range of linguistic styles to draw upon. First, these few lines include at least four linguistic
varieties; a stigmatized low variety or ‘th" piavtsa"’ (‘perikalavne’), a strict K (‘me

iobovllon ovmma’), a nineteenth-century vernacular or ‘rwmaivika’ (‘wrev pantivdoi’), and
finally an acoustic rendering of non-Greek features (German) with mixing incongruities
(‘fouzilivren’, ‘mouskevt’). Second, it exhibits different discourse types; for example,
narration, character’s speech, intertextual fragments from a nineteenth-century novel
with both narration and character’s speech, and finally radio speech.

To examine the actual language as an autonomous entity I intend to identify ‘lan -
guage varieties’ (Ferguson 1994: 23) included in the novel according to the source of
utterance in order to argue that the wide range of stylistic choices function differently
according to the situations. An examination of the use of language in an other way, for
example, according to linguistic forms or discourse types would be a complicated task,
since K and D differences are not always clear-cut, while the varieties are not spread
regularly, and such an examination would be confusing for the reader.

I intend to discuss how these different discourse types (Bakhtin 1981: 262-3) add to
the novel and, in particular, focus on how the discourse and meaning is related to a
particular time and context. What has to be interpreted is the orientation of utterances
towards an anticipated implied response. In other words, a ‘dialogue’ between discourse
types that also interacts with the ‘dialogue’ amongst the reader, the implied author, and
the speaking persons. What is interesting here is to see in what ways and to what extent
different linguistic styles are interrelated within the same novel. 
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1. NEITHER DEMOTIC NOR KATHAREVOUSA.
THE IDIOLECT OF MENIOS KATSANDONIS

To examine the main character’s speech, we should first describe it linguistically, and
second discuss how it functions in the novel itself. Many different linguistic varieties are
included in this speech, in such a way that we may speak about many hybrid varieties,
whose single elements come from different forms of the Greek language, and which
together make a hybrid idiolect, i.e. characteristic of a particular speaker. This highly
individualistic manner of expression is, to varying degrees, apparent in the character’s
active vocabulary and syntax, and its complexity distinguishes it from other language
varieties that are characteristic to socially defined groups.

It is also worth noting this hybrid’s position in the novel and in particular its relation
to the narration. Argiriou says: ‘to muqistovrhma grammevno sto trivto provswpo,

exafanivzei molotauvta ton afhghthv pou analambavnei to rovlo tou muqistorhmatikouv

hvrwa’ (Argiriou 1979: 67), whereas Miké claims that: ‘crwmativzetai o lovgo" tou

afhghthv apov to lovgo tou kentrikouv proswvpou’ (Miké 1994: 179), and Kotzias himself,
in a self-criticism study published in 1992, says that Menios is ‘hvrwa"-kai en mevrei

afhghthv"’ (Kotzias 1992a: 7). 
The intentions of both the narrator and character are indeed combined in a single

hybrid. By means of several narrative techniques, such as free indirect speech and interior
monologue, the narration reflects the ‘emotional structure’ of the main character while
‘inner speech [is] transmitted and regulated by the author’ (Bakhtin 1981: 319). As a
result, the hybrid varieties apparent in the main character’s speech may also appear to the
same degree in the narration when the narrator reproduces the idiolect of Menios to
bring to life things from Menios’ perspective. The narrator appears to abandon Menios’
idiolect only when he wants to evaluate on the context. Being an omniscient narrator, he
tells the story in a non-marked SMG characteristic of 1979 narration. The third person
narrator appears to give voice to the characters and let them lead the reader through their
language rather than tell his own story in his own style. Below I will discuss three essen -
tial linguistic varieties that appear in both the character and narrator’s language: the low
varieties, the intertextual references and finally the non-Greek features.

1.1 ‘Egwv na pouvme onomavzomai Katsantwvnh"’
This ‘low’ variant of colloquial language, with explicit social and regional variants, is
characterized by the innovative use of common vocabulary as well as newly coined words.
It corresponds to Greek slang, argot of the underworld or anti-language, in that standard
lexical terms are replaced by new alternative, ‘in-group’ language that is characteristically
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very informal. This is like a ‘secret language’ (Fairclough 1989: 90), or ‘th" piavtsa"’,
which is known only to exclusive initiates and not widely understood by mainstream
society (Bussmann 1996: 437).

Specifically, since such a variety is designed to be unintelligible to the uninitiated, its
distinction is often mainly lexical representing forms of MG: D and K. In phonology, in
D, examples such as ‘pistavgkwna’ appear, whereas acoustic monolectic render of K fixed
phrases are common, such as ‘omhgevnoito’. In noun and verb morphology, we find in D,
‘xemolovgo"’, ‘perikalav"’, and in K, ‘ektouplhsivon’. In vocabulary, the range of variation
is creative, such as ‘mevggla’ (made in England), a part of which is not included in any
MG language dictionary, such as ‘ierokrufivw"’, and other K features, such as ‘ai arcaiv’.
In syntax, both the main character’s speech and narration may be extremely long, lacking
punctuation, and with fragments of mixed discourse types as we see mainly in the novel’s
last chapter, in order to reflect the intonation of spoken language.

Me to koumpavso h epanavstash, frovnima. Ki an omhgevnoito... qumivsou to

gevro sou, eivmai xeskolismevno" egwv, mouv jcoune rivxei brwmovxulo ovla ta

zakovnia (: 138)

There is a surprising creativity in the use of vocabulary such as ‘koumpavso’, originating
from the geometry register and literally meaning ‘compasses’, or to ‘calculate’ the
revolution, ‘xeskolismevno"’ literally ‘graduated’, to say he is experienced and ‘zakovnia’ –
or ‘habits’ – meaning all political sides. The phonological one-word rendering of the
fossilized three-word phrase (‘omhgevnoito’), given by the implied author, is an element of
oral discourse in written form. Since it is considered as a prestigious cliché, it is also a way
of undermining his educational status; because of the way the implied author renders it,
we guess the character is able to say it but not to write it correctly. 

Such a hybrid variety, shared by both main character and narrator, comes from
different sources. It includes, alongside the range of a stigmatized language, features of D
and K, ungrammatical usages and hypercorrections. Long contact with different sociolects
has left its mark on his idiolect. Katsandonis’ idiolect seems to be a kind of sum total of
all language varieties he is familiar with. 

This anti-language, in every way anti-poetic, ‘is taken by the author precisely as the
common view, as the verbal approach to people and things normal for a given sphere of
society, as the going point of view and the going value. To one degree or another, the
author distances himself from this common language, he steps back and objectifies it,
forcing his own intentions to refract and diffuse themselves through the medium of this
common view that has become embodied in language (a view that is always superficial
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and frequently hypocritical)’ (Bakhtin 1981: 301-2). Katsandonis’ hybrid variety, under -
mined by the implied author, and shared by both the main character and the narrator,
creates an ‘alternative’ common world or a counter culture. This is in close relation to the
official authority of that time through the unpoetic and one-sided language of which we
view the historical and fictional events that take place in the time of the Colonels’
regime. 

1.2 ‘ vEna poinikov mhtrwvo klevftikon muqistovrhma’

The transposition of utterances of the nineteenth-century novel O Katsantwvnh".

Klevftikon Epeisovdion hv Ellhnikovn Muqistovrhma, written by Konstantinos Ramfos
(1776–1871) and published in 1862, into Antipoivhsi", ‘accompanied by a new arti -
culation of the enunciative and denotative position’ (Kristeva 1993: 15), is one of the
most interesting cases of intertextuality in MG prose-fiction. To examine in what ways
and to what extent the two novels are interrelated linguistically, it is worth referring
briefly to the context of the novel and the characters whose voices are intertextualized
into Antipoivhsi". 

Menios Katsandonis, a fictional informer of the Colonels, ironically shares the same
name with the hero Katsandonis who is a historical person. However, it is another
fictional character, the monk Karderinis, who becomes his alter ego. In common, they are
both betrayers and have the same red birthmark on the forehead. An ex-teacher partisan,
Kapetan Perdikis, after Menios’ early betrayal first mentions such a similarity with the
monk from the specific novel. After that, Karderinis is felt to have become Menios’ saver,
so that Menios is called by that nickname. While Menios was in prison he had read the
novel Katsantwvnh" so many times as to learn it by heart so that he remembers its frag -
ments in the time of the novel’s conception.

Katsantwvnh" (Ramfos 1994) is considered a historical novel in literary criticism,
although not all the events and characters of the text reflect history. Dedicated to youth,
it expresses the desire of the hero to bend to no authority. It is worth mentioning that
apart from history Katsandonis himself is well known through folk poetry (Stamelos
1988: 228) or shadow-puppet theatre (Myrsiades 1988: 45-60). The novel refers to the
last days of the historical hero Katsandonis (1773/5-1807/8), a klepht captain and a free -
dom fighter of the early nineteenth century, before he was arrested and tortured by Ali
Pasha (1741-1822), the provincial governor of the Ottoman Empire in Yannina. Isuf-
Arapis, a historical person, known as the Blood-Drinker (Plomer 1987: 56), was a high
member of the Turkish ruling class. The monk Karderinis, who is the betrayer of
Katsandonis in Katsantwvnh", is a fictional character though (Stamelos 1988: 171). The
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key question here is what are these characters doing and saying in the early 1970s at the
time of the Colonels’ regime, from such a different historical, political and linguistic con -
text, and how do they communicate, if they do so, with the modern Athenian commu -
nity within the text?

The above language variety is typographically distinguished in italic fonts to make the
intertextuality clear, and is integrated into Antipoivhsi" in fragmented form. Narration in
Katsantwvnh" is in strict nineteenth-century K, such as ‘calkovcroun evconte" thn ovyin ’.
The characters’ speech on the other hand is the nineteenth century vernacular or
‘rwmaivika’, e.g. ‘evxw wrev pantivdo’. The distance between the Ottoman Empire and the
Colonels’ regime is diminished using language and its signification in both periods.
Names and nouns coming from Katsantwvnh", however, signify the specific time and
place of the dictatorship in the seventies. Various alter egos are transposed mainly
linguistically from the one text into the other. For example Karderinis, whose name
reminds the bird ‘karderivna’, betrays just like the folk poetry’s betrayer-bird, whereas the
hero Katsandonis, with the name of Dinos, appears as the betrayer’s hero victim.
Katsandonis’ gypsy torturers give their names to the three military instruments and a
character named Yampas is called Aliyampas, for Alipasas. A military captain, Kechayas,
is named with a Turkish word meaning ‘titled of the sultanic Court’ and the military
soldiers are called ‘mpasimpouzouvkoi’ (: 63), which means ‘Ottoman irregular troops’, or
‘tselephvde"’ and ‘mpeclibavnhde"’. A military ruler is also called ‘belhgkevka"’ like the
first officer of the serai in Karagiozis’ shadow-puppet performances, while Menios calls
another ruler ‘polucronemevne’ (: 208). In the same scene, and with Chatziavatis,
Stavrakas and Kollitiris around (: 211), friends and son of the shadow-puppet Karagöz,
the doctor’s wife calls him ‘karagkiovzh’ three times to criticize him (: 205, 206, 217).
Considering that ‘Katsandonis is the most highly developed and most popular of the
Karagiozis history performances’ (Myrsiades 1988: 55), and mainly based on the plot of
Ramfos’ novel, in Antipoivhsi" there is a linguistic representation of a cultural hybrid
through hybrid language coming from the roots of Greek past tradition, a compound
language whose single elements come from different languages.

It is worth mentioning that, apart from the voice of the narrator, the characters whose
voices are transposed into Antipoivhsi" are mainly Ali Pasha’s and Isuf-Arapis’, and to a
lesser extent Karderinis’. On the other hand, there is no utterance of the main character
of the novel, the hero Katsandonis. Such a one-sided linguistic representation of
authority reflects the choice of the implied author of Antipoivhsi" to give the whole story
through the point of view of the informer and the dictatorship’s supporters. In
Antipoivhsi", there is no character that could have borrowed the hero’s speech because
there is no heroic character in it. Such a limiting choice linguistically undermines the
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didactic and patriotic value of the language of Katsantwvnh". After inviting characters
from an old novel into his text, he chooses to reject those who were the heroes, and
employed its tyrants and betrayers in his fictional world. 

It is not only the implied author who undermines Katsantwvnh" though; the main
character himself, who learned it by heart presumably out of respect, seems to undermine
it by confusing its genre, since he reads it confusingly. When he refers to the father of the
Minister, he clarifies it:

hvtane remavli […] ntahv", foniav", lhsthv", evna poinikov mhtrwvo klevftikon

muqistovrhma (: 194)

The key words here are ‘klevftikon’ and ‘lhsthv"’ which have different meanings in the
nineteenth century, and in the time of the main character. Apart from confusing the title
of Katsantwvnh", he gives the klephts a different meaning from Ramfos, i.e. ‘oi swthvre"

th" patrivdo" kai th" paliggenesiva" ta kuvria ovrgana’ (Ramfos 1994: 82), that is the
sense of the word in the speaker’s time, which seems to be the same with ‘lhsthv"’,
‘robber’. The klepht described here is not distinguished from the bandit, who does not
pursue a religious or patriotic dream to liberate Greece, but is treated variously as an anti-
hero. From this subverted perspective, the informer as a reader finds that the ‘klevftikon

epeisovdion’ does not refer to the klepht Katsandonis but to Karderinis’ act of betrayal, in
which he invests the main interest. Such an interpretation justifies every single utterance
of Katsantwvnh" transposed into Antipoivhsi", since both worlds represent a tyrannical
lawlessness. 

Where Ramfos alludes to Solomos’ VUmno" ei" thn eleuqeriva to refer to a freedom
fighter (Ramfos 1994: 69), Kotzias quotes Ramfos to refer to an underworld’s betrayer.
What is undermined here is not so much Ramfos himself but rather the extent to which
heroism is expressed through intertextuality. Nanos Valaoritis’ Apov ta kovkala bgalmevnh,
published three years later and titled with a line from VUmno" ei" thn eleuqeriva, alludes
to Greek poets such as Solomos, Palamas and Seferis (Valaoritis 1982: 23, 57, 119, 172).
Unlike Kotzias, he undermines them more extensively and in a different style by
employing his surrealistic background. He rather distances himself from the more con -
ventional poets than allows their language to add to his work. In Antipoivhsi", both the
high linguistic varieties, in which Katsantwvnh" is written, and its original didactic and
patriotic style create an ‘antagonistic’ relation to the language and style of the novel into
which they are transposed. Language is used to become more extreme than a ‘glwvssa

agoraiva’ (Seferis 1950: 108), because it is seen as the instrument of a repressive regime’s
underworld. 
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1.3  ‘vAin-tsbavi>-ravou"!’

Two or more national languages are simultaneously present in the discourse of Menios
and the narrator and they interact, in terms of polyglossia (Bakhtin 1981: 431), within
the single cultural entity. The essential national languages are German and English but
also include others such as Turkish and Albanian. In order to evaluate how they add to
the novel, it is worth examining them linguistically and in terms of their position in that
time and place. Both foreign languages are written in Greek characters: German is
correctly ren dered in phonetics, such as ‘politsavi’, whereas English seems to be an imita -
tion of meaningless sounds such as ‘gavou-mpa-mple-tsi-gkou-ravit’. In morphology, both
lan guages have mainly monolectic renderings such as ‘giabovl cermagiovr’, ‘berugkouvt’.
The vocabulary in English has no significant meaning other than acoustic representation
of speech whereas in German it mainly represents the military register and specifically in
the time of the German occupation during the Second World War such as ‘mouskevt’,
‘fouzilivren’, ‘lovvo"’. Examples of these are exclamations of only few words that never
amount to a full sentence.

mouskevt! ourliavzei o Ouvrlic to kaqhmerinov prosfavgi tou, fouzilivren!

lovo"! ourliavzei. Giabovl cermagiovr! klarivno oi Bavfen kameravnt kerbevroi

kai katasunevpeian fovgiar! (: 46)

The acoustic mixing of two national languages in these lines exhibits linguistic incon -
gruity. In effect, the implied author again undermines the speaking person’s knowledge of
the meaning of what he says. This incongruous use of language has the effect of disorien -
tating the reader, no matter proficient they are in the ‘original’ language. This deliberate
linguistic disorientation is used to mirror explicitly the unorthodox regime; the relation
between the people and authority is reflected in the relation between the two languages
in a polyglossic environment. Major Ulrich and Waffen SS appear, in their cultural and
political system, in the novel’s context of the Colonels’ regime. The two authority
systems associate one another both linguistically and politically. The polyglossic dialogue
has the effect of both representing and undermining the registers in which fascism is
expressed in both cases. 

movli" ovmw" bavzoune sto cevri ton katavlogo ta kovkkina onovmata pou

kratouvse o kayo-Mevnio" peskevsi [...] plakwvnoun ki oi Egglevzoi ta

skulogaugivsmata ta gavou-mpa-mple-tsi-gkou-ravit! (: 253)
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This polyglossic incongruity, taken from the context of the Greek Civil War, generates
humor rather than criticism. For example, there is a humorous interaction between the
word ‘ta skulogaugivsmata’ and acoustic rendering of English by Menios, who repro -
duces it by imitating the barking of the dog. What is undermined here is not so much the
English language itself but rather language as an instrument of authority. A further incon -
gruity is reflected in the language; Menios does not understand the meaning of the
language itself but also underlines the context within which it takes place. This has the
effect of highlighting and reflecting a political situation that people do not understand;
they speak a different language to that of the authority. This mismatch becomes
exaggerated in the time of the Colonels’ regime in which the people speak in one single
language, and yet still, do not succeed in communicating.

2. A ‘prestigious’ language to speak
Menios Katsandonis, born 1925, grew up in a poor, uneducated family in the Pelo -
ponnese region and experienced the beginning of the ‘thirty year war’ at the age of fif -
teen. When referring to Menios’ circle, both the narrator and main character bring to
life a stig matized society through his grandfather’s disagreeing (: 110), his mother’s and
school mistress’ teaching (: 98, 240) and the practical medic’s incantation, in an
unknown lan guage (: 69). In this chapter, I will examine the way in which two different
social types are brought to life through language. The first example is Voula, Menios’
girlfriend, who abandoned him seven times for other men, in order to consolidate herself
socially. The second is Koula, Menios’ wife, who looks after their children and tries to
bring him to reason in her own way. These two women are distinguished from each
other linguistically which seems to reflect the way that Menios, drawing on Herculean
myth, is torn between Arethv and Kakiva, or good and evil. Both, however, in terms of
name connotations, represent socially two dishonored types of people of the regime’s
social ‘Tower of Babel’. 

2.1 ‘H pivsti" na plerwvnetai enthpalavmh’
Voula’s variety of language is characteristic of a particular social group or class rather than
an idiolect. There are phonological one-word renderings of both D such as ‘navtama"’,
‘kalwvsmouton’ and K features such as ‘enthbasileiva’. The morphology reflects non-
Greek features such as ‘kormpivf’ and regional features such as ‘cavnoumai’ and ‘xouravfi’.
In terms of vocabulary, there is a wide range of low variety words such as ‘mpoucov"’ and
‘caiv>ri’, and expressions such as ‘to kai to’. In the following passage, Voula shows Menios
how to address the Minister.
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qa tou klafteiv", pwv" me lhsmovnhse" kuvrie upourgev mou enthbasileiva sou…
pou oi pateravde" ma" hvtane apotevtoioi, koumpavroi tou basiliav tou Kwvtsou

– ti evlege" kalev oi pateravde" sa"… (: 10)

There is a mixing of two incompatible stylistic usages here. The H variety feature
‘enthbasileiva sou’, from ecclesiastical language, in an acoustic monolectic rendering,
while the L variety feature ‘apotevtoioi’, a put down, and a vague feature instead of the
‘appropriate’ word. Such a diglossic incongruity has the effect of undermining the
speaker’s knowledge of the prestigious language she uses; in addition, it parodies her inap -
propriate use of register. For example, she sycophantically addresses the Minister in the
name of the Father drawing an implied parallel between divine and human power. In
ironically addressing Menios, who belongs to the same social class, she is, however, not
able to remember a very simple word. 

Her use of language illuminates an artificial, hypocritical character that wants to
enhance her social standing by using the H variety. Through this linguistic incongruity,
there is a sharp criticism of the diglossic situation because, as it is clear from the above, real
life cannot seriously be represented with the coexistence of such a strict functional differen -
tiation between a (socially) L variety and a distinct H variety. Such combinations are quite
frequent in the writers Costas Tachtsis and Elena Akrita. Unlike Tachtsis (Kazazis 1979:
27), the implied author criticizes the context by identifying the characters socially in terms
of language and in contrast to Akrita (Canakis 1994: 221), he does not seek only to amuse
the readers. Behind the humor, there is an implicit social criticism through language against
a socially ambitious woman and a society that tolerates social and linguistic instability.

2.2 ‘Suneboskovmhn o tavla" kthvnesi’
In common with Menios’ utterances, Koula’s speech reveals a similar ‘dialogue’ between
the given text and other imported texts from previous centuries. These come from
Church hymns and belong linguistically to New Testament Greek such as ‘ta" dunavmei"

twn ouranwvn ebovwn soi zwodovta’. These utterances draw from the hymns of the Prodigal
Son, the Seven Sons in the Furnace, the Day of Judgement and Christ’s Resurrection. 

It is worth mentioning here that Church hymns, although a highly prestigious variety,
are not considered as exaggerated as Menios’ utterances, since people in rural commu -
nities tend to memorize hymns they hear at the Church rather than nineteenth-century
novels they read. There is also a range of linguistic hybrids reflecting mainly regional
features in morphology such as ‘Ôpivskope tou Damalav’, ‘Tzimlovnto"’ and a few fixed
phrases in D such as ‘Qe mou sucwvresev me’, or in K such as ‘hvggiken h wvra’.
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h epistrofhv tou aswvtou, levei, ekeivno" o calev" o avswto" me th fwvtish tou

Kurivou paratrivca eglivtwse to pur to exwvteron […] hvmarton enwvpion twn

ofqalmwvn sou pavter oikthvrmon ki avse kavtw ta dolavria qeoskotwmevne […]
pou na sou xeraqeiv to cevri Kavin (: 36)

The example above shows a stratification of language according to two different points of
view. Koula uses an utterance from the hymn based on the Prodigal Son, who after he
abandoned his father, bitterly regretted it and returned home. Menios, unlike a Prodigal
husband and father, returns home only to get money from his wife and considers the
Prodigal Son as a common underworld type who was lucky to be forgiven. In fact, Menios
is explicitly paralleled with the negative aspects of characters in the New and Old
Testament, the Prodigal Son, who passed over an affront to his dignity, and Cain, who
killed his brother. Menios betrays Dinos, whom he calls ‘brother’ in the last chapter.
There might also be a correspondence between the Prodigal Son who betrayed his Father
and became a shepherd of pigs (New Testament, St Luke, 15.11-32), and the fictional
monk, Karderinis, who betrayed a hero and became a shepherd of goats (: 212).

Koula is a self-righteous character, a moral voice. Her idiolect reflects that what she
sees around is an immoral world from which she wants to distance herself. There is an
ironic interaction between Koula’s morality and her fossilized language, and Menios’
obscenity and his vulgar language. By juxtaposing two belief systems expressed through
different language varieties, the implied author keeps the two characters at a distance,
and simultaneously distances himself from both. Koula’s voice sounds meaningless and
too ‘prestigious’ in that context and is undermined by the narrator, who interprets the
parable of the Prodigal Son as a ploy to survive rather than to gain absolution.

As we have already seen the K form or ‘purified’ language was officially established as
part of the Colonels’ regime and used as the instrument of dominance. All the authori -
tarian figures in Antipoivhsi" – politicians, military rulers and police – use this language
to distinguish and distance themselves from others. Significantly they are addressed by
their titles – corporal, the Prime Minister, or with approving characterizations, such as ‘ta

Tsakavlia’ for the soldiers – rather than by names. This has the effect of constructing an
abstract single ‘authority’ rather than few dominant individuals. This chapter will
examine four such cases: the Minister, a military ruler, the Prime Minister’s official radio
addresses, and a newspaper article.

3.1 ‘A Statesman of Tomorrow’
Minister Menios Katsandonis ironically sharing the same name as the main character, his
cousin, seeks to advance his position, whereas his cousin is trapped in the underworld.
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This distinction is also played on linguistically at a mainly lexical level. The Minister’s
speech consists of prestigious examples in both D such as ‘ekdouvleush’, ‘nefelobateiv’
and K such as ‘diarrhvdhn’ or foreign language (English) such as ‘a statesman of tomor -
row’. In the following passage, the narrator uses free indirect speech to convey how
Menios undermines the Minister’s reputation: 

toioutotrovpw" ekqevtei to Mevnio Katsantwvnh, divnei labhv ston Kuriavko kai

tou" sun autwv, epwfelouvntai oi anovhtoi locagivskoi pou antipoliteuvontai

to Mevnio Katsantwvnh (: 187)

Language in this case dichotomizes people so that they do not actually communicate,
since the availability of the one or the other variety depends on education and social
class. The use of strict K features distances the Minister from his interlocutor. On the
other hand, the use of free indirect speech to convey the Minister’s discourse undermines
the self-promotional intent of the original. The narrator adopts an ironic stance towards
the character and undermines the authority. This is particularly apparent through the
repetition of the speaker’s name, in order to emphasize on his dominance. According to
the pamphlet of the Armed Forces HQ, language is not an organism but a set of clothes
(Beaton 1994: 351), and when the Minister asks Menios to change his name in order to
keep his reputation intact, the Minister is paying attention to the effect of words and
names rather than to what words and names actually represent (Kazazis 1968: 140).

The stratification of society is made concrete by the implied author’s stratification of
language. From the point of view of a post-1976 era, he also criticizes the long term effect
of such a stratification in society by ‘freezing’ the voices in their original context and by
constructing a disrupted society which is divided into political parties that continue to
speak different ‘languages’.

3.2 ‘Katasunevpeian o stratiwtikov" novmo" avrcei’
The captain is the main representative and the most powerful of the military rulers in the
novel. His speech consists of K, such as ‘eqnoprodovtai’, antiquated features such as
‘ouchvtton’, low D such as ‘mounoucivsthke’, and K-like coinages such as ‘allevw"’. The
effect is that he seems to ‘dress up’ his vernacular with a formal set of clothes such as
‘cwriv" oudeiv" na pavrei prevfa’. In the following passage, the captain, in the manner of
an ancient Greek general before the fight, encourages the snipers for attack: 

°ei" umav" tou" epilevktou" tecnokravta" enapoqevtei h eqnikhv epanavstasi" dia

to eutucev" apotevlesma° (: 257)
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The captain addresses the snipers in a ‘purified’, strict language to give the situation
formality and authority to himself. By using the language in the old-fashioned style of an
authoritarian commentator addressing a mass audience, the author humorously under -
mines its authority so that it appears to a dishonest speech. Focus is thrown onto his
rhetoric that conceals rather than reveals truth. 

The ‘purified’ language that was officially abolished in 1976 becomes an object of
criticism. This artificial language variety expresses an unorthodox way of dominating just
like the unorthodox way of using the language itself. The narrator distances himself from
such a fake world by telling the truth and commentating in the standard language of his
time, when not marked by Menios’ idiolect. This undermining language creates an
alternative variety through which he is able to undermine the world that is expressed.
This unified sense of language represents both the language situation since 1976, and the
political changeover since 1974, which together reflect the beginning of a new era at
both a political and linguistic level.

3.3 ‘H autouv exocovth" o kuvrio" prwqupourgov"’
The Prime Minister’s speech, in pure K, is heard in fragmented form through the
‘National Institution of Radio and Television’ after the imposition of military law, for
example ‘egevneto’, ‘oiandhvpote’. A different font, like the discourse of the Athens Poly -
technic Radio Station distinguishes it from the rest of the text. These two registers are
‘objective’ modes of history concerned with the narration of events in the past (Kotzias
1992a: 12). There is also a constant interaction between such discourse types with the
speaking voices of the narrator and other characters that are juxtaposed in the novel.
There is a fictional ‘dialogue’ between the PM and a sergeant, and secondly, the narrator:

katevsth bebaiovth" ovti oi anarcikoiv apevblepon ei" ton klonismovn kai thn

uponovmeusin th" eqnikhv" upostavsew" evcei ierav apostolhv o piqhkavnqrwpo"

tou davsou" upevcei ta" euquvna" [. . . ] sou thn evbale thn triklopodiav o

saltimpavgko" (: 282)

The above discourse types are interwoven but distinguished linguistically, so that together
they make for a Babel-like linguistic and social environment. The narrator, who removes
the statement’s set of clothes, in order to reveal its underlying meaning, ironically under -
mines what is said above by the PM publicly in strict K language. The choice of the noun
‘ape-man’ is not accidental as it highlights a primitive figure that uses an ‘imitation’-
language. The narrator both imitates and marks the formality of the PM’s speech by using
K features. After stripping off its formality, nothing is left. The listener interprets things
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according to the facts rather than words, and reveals this ‘clothing’ language as super -
fluous and misleading.

There is an unbridged gap, conveyed through a dichotomized language, between what
is publicly said about the privacy of individuals, and what individuals say about public
life. In such a diglossic society, power is not based on people’s free spirit and individuals
are not free to create their own world. The distance between public and individual life is
illustrated more widely, in a different style, ten years later, in Thanassis Valtinos’
Stoiceiva gia th dekaetiva tou ’60 (1989). Although there is no undermining narrator, a
criticism is evident by the juxtaposition of personal letters (low variety), with public
articles (strict K language). Apart from the influence that diglossia actually had on
written and oral language, writers tended to parody and criticize such a paradoxical
language and social situation.

3.4 ‘Eleuvqero" Kovsmo"’
Free World, the ironically titled newspaper considerably supports the prevailing authority.
Using K features, the narrator imitates the language of the newspaper in order to achieve
its formal register (‘dia thn dovxan’). However, he also integrates D features totally
inappropriate to a journalistic context of the time (‘podavria’). 

katovpin agoravzei ton °Eleuvqero Kovsmo° pou arqrografeiv sofav […] o

Archgov", w" arcaivo" Periklhv" isavxio" Eleuqevrio" Benizevlo", qa orivzei

evtsi qevlw ta pavnta […] dia thn dovxan kai to megaleivon th" patrivdo" pou

evcei sta podavria th" kavtagma kai epibavlletai guvyo" (: 26)

In the passage above, the narrator demonstrates Menios’ respect for the paper, but simul -
taneously undermines the comparison between the Leader and the famous leaders of
ancient and modern Greece and the metaphor of Greece as a patient in need of plaster.
The mass media utterances within the fictional text inject the historical reality into a
fictional world creating an intertextual relation between fiction and history. By following
Menios among the people in authority, the implied author encourages the reader to
appraise, from a distance, how this world operates in its historical context. Without the
historical elements, the effect would be too fictional to be believed. 

4. A ‘language’ to resist 
The few voices of resistance that appear in the novel are frequently formed as an elliptic
sentence and often take the form of figures of speech, such as political slogans. They
appear in a ‘mass’ form rather than individual sentences, so that they appear as a com -
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mentating sound effect rather than integrated into the plot. Interestingly the resistants
and figures of authority never actually meet in the plot although their speeches may be
juxtaposed within the text. Political slogans appear in a variety of discourse types such as
placards (: 154, 159), leaflets (: 160), by means of the Athens Polytechnic Radio Station,
protest marches (: 133), street discussions (: 218), or conversations (: 117). 

To examine the discourse of resistance linguistically and its role in the novel, I will
now focus on four different cases: the political slogans of the University students, the
voices of the students through the banned radio station of the Athens Polytechnic, the
left-wing sociolects of youth, and the speech of a self-styled left-wing aristocrat. 

4.1 °YWMI-PAIDEIA-ELEU-QERIA!°
University students appear in the novel as a mass rather than individually and when
appearing, are referred to by the names assigned to them by their opposing political side,
such as ‘foithtotsoglavnia’ and ‘anarcikoiv’. The mass of thousands speak linguistically
with one voice only, usually in slogans. As previously mentioned, they appear as an
additional sound effect rather than as an identified voice and serve to accompany a story
which is a calculated one-sided perspective from the ‘debased instruments’ of authority.
This discourse is typed both in capital letters, to signify the massive voice, and in syllables
to emphasize its rhythmic quality (QANA-TOSTH-COU-NTA). In written discourse,
however, this fragmentary speech becomes morphologically a meaningless ungrammatical
usage, particularly at points of maximum fragmentation (e.g. EQAINEI-OFA). In terms
of vocabulary, there is a range of mocking usages, mainly in D or ‘malliarhv’, for
humorous effects (e.g. PARTOMPI-QHKOKIE-MPROS!). The sentences are elliptical
with use of exclamations.

ciliavde" foithtotsoglavnia gelastav omorfovpaida xurismevnoi hv mousavtoi

kalotai>smevnoi […] controuvle" kouvkle" zoumerev" ayokovkkine" – pouv

ekeivnoi oi limavrhde" th" katochv" oi berevmhde" – kraugavzoun mermugkiav oi

anarcikoiv – YWMI-PAIDEIA-ELEU-QERIA! […] na nikhvsoune me ta

xefwnhtav th sidhrav epanavstash. . . (: 116)

In this example, the narrator undermines the significance of the well-known slogan
‘Bread-Education-Freedom’ by presenting the young resistants sarcastically as ‘beefy guys’
and ‘little fat girls’, educated, and at liberty to put up energetic resistance, in comparison
to the ‘good-old’ partisans of the Civil War. The sarcasm questions the need to protest,
while also underlying the futility of trying to subvert the Colonels’ authority. From this
point of view, there is a strong sarcasm against the ones who protest orally at that place
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and in that time against authority, just because there is no need to do so, and, in addition,
there is no possibility to subvert such a powerful revolution.

There is an irony in the way the students appear to resist. Since they use language to
shout rather than to discuss, they lack clear argumentation and justification. The frag -
mentation of such a ‘language’ has the effect of keeping this group at a distance from the
others. The distinction between a public and an individual sense of resistance is illus -
trated in an extreme way, three years later, in Ersi Sotiropoulou’s H favrsa (Sotiropoulou
1982: 255-67). A criticism is evident in the juxtaposition of patriotic slogans used to
attract people’s attention (strict K language), with a telephone conversation used to
highlight passivity (low variety). The implied author in Antipoivhsi", however, through
such a stratification of language, criticizes the self-presentation of a society which is
divided into many fragmentary parts, just like their language.

4.2 ‘Edwv Polutecneivo’
The voices of the University students are also expressed, in a different way, through the
banned radio station of Athens Polytechnic, which is worth examining separately. As far
as I know, this radio discourse is close to its original transmitted form. It appears in
fragmented form and its role in the novel is significant because it sets up a dialogic
relationship with the fictional text. It appears first in the middle of the novel and
progressively increases hereafter. Unlike the previous one, this discourse is single-voiced
rendered mainly by two announcers, a girl and a boy who represent all resistant voices of
the country. Further, this student voice attempts to explore issues in complete sentences
that are continually interrupted by the narration. Written in different font, like the
‘National Institution of Radio and Television’, this register phonologically renders the
spoken language of educated people that was spoken in everyday life. Unlike the slogans,
its vocabulary and syntax does not include ‘exaggerated’ linguistic usages.

oi hgevte" ovlwn twn politikwvn paratavxewn ekfravzoun […] thn eugnwmosuvnh

tou evqnou", dialaleiv pericarhv" apov ton anarcikov radiostaqmov o

skatompagavsa" ovmw" oi ntistegkevde" eleuvqeroi [. . . ] scoliavzoune twvra

sexoualikav thn kamparetzouv koufavla pou [. . . ] perigravfei pericarhv" thn

Ellavda [. . . ] se anteqnikov ntelivrio (: 250)

Two different discourse types, radio register and narration, representing two unbridged
worlds are juxtaposed in the novel. Again, the narrator undermines the opposition by
holding up the female’s voice to sexual ridicule but after he has already allowed its lin -
guistic testimony. It is up to the reader whether he takes the part of the narrator or not.
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The existence of alternative voices gives the reader the opportunity to select the sepa -
rated voices and build himself more a critical truth. More than any other intextual
register, however, the radio discourse captures a historical truth.

The implied author’s truth is even more important though. The interrelation of the
few historical testimonies with the fictional world spoken not in a given language, but
through language, is ‘kavti pio alhqinov apov thn istorikhv alhvqeia – evna muqistovrhma’
(author’s abstract.) Historical truth, given in one single voice, like the historical
testimony, is a part of a greater whole; ‘the constant interaction between meanings, all of
which have the potential of conditioning others’ (Bakhtin 1981: 426), subverts the
historical monologue through the dialogic interaction of different consciousness. With
such a technique, as far as it is a linguistic one, there are as many truths as voices; all
stratified yet unified at the same time within the same genre, the novel.

4.3 ‘Zhvtw h lai>khv enovthta!’
Sakis and Roula, both Menios’ children, members of the Youth Communist Party,
support the resistance of the University students and attempt to apply Marxist capital
theory into practical life including their own family. Roula calls her father ‘lakev tou

imperialismouv’, whereas Sakis says that their house is ‘lai>koepanastatikov’ (: 32, 136).
Such a left-wing political sociolect, a quite common linguistic code among young genera -
tion of that time, is defined mainly in lexical terms (‘rebizionistev"’, ‘probokatovrika’)
and in the elliptical syntax of political slogans. In the following passage, another
‘comrade’ of the same of political party disturbs Roula and a ‘comrade’, during their
protest against authority.

°Zhvtw h lai>khv enovthta!° °Lerwvnete to proletariavto. . . lerwvnete° evsprwxe

pevra Rouvla kai kalovpaido evna" moustavkia" me kovkkino zibavgko […]
°Paraspondiva!° °Ma" to anavqese h organwtikhv epitrophv!° °Enovthta!° (: 133)

Comparing the first and the last sentences, in the first case ‘unity’ becomes the significant
indisputable factor that defines that social group, whereas the second, and after the
perfidy, becomes a self-referential demand. Significantly, neither the narrator nor Menios
undermines the characters’ voice, but the characters themselves. In this case, such a
group is divided both in terms of society and in terms of itself, as a group. Considering the
time of such a usage, such a socially defined group identifies itself through an ideology
that is impossible to implement.

The Babel-like effect stratifies society because people are divided into different
political parties that are identified with different ‘languages’. As this linguistic stratifica -
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tion is also of a political nature, this is more serious than ‘a cheerful war, the Tower of
Babel as a maypole’ (Bakhtin 1981: 433); apart from the humorous effect that comes from
the description of a society that is not able to communicate, there is a strong criticism of
a society in danger.

4.4 ‘Suvnn-carhthvria! apivss-teuto!’
Mrs Mnisikleous, a left wing of the upper social class and a naval captain’s wife, appears
to be enthusiastic for resistance as a style of life rather than as a practice against political
crisis. She holds a protest leaflet as a souvenir and admires the revolutionary style of
Sakis, Menios’ son. Linguistically, there is a marked foreign accent in her emphasis of
words whose meaning are emphatic themselves (‘upevr-roca!’, ‘paivd-daro"!’) Morpho -
logically, there are prestigious usages of K clichés (‘en mia nuktiv’) or marked non-Greek
features (‘evcw ekzitaristeiv’ from ‘excite’). In terms of vocabulary, there are formal
registers (‘agaphtev’). In the following passage, she describes her feelings for the young
communist, but after she realizes the betrayal, she speaks the language of interest.

Suvnn-carhthvria! apivss-teuto! [. . . ] Na sou zhvsei agaphtev prevpei na Ôsai

perhvfano". Pouv eivnai to Boulavki na tou" ceirokrothvsoume… Ac, povso evcw

ekzitaristeiv, qa klavyw! (: 118) [. . . ] Kaluvtera na th skivsoume [thn

prokhvruxh] agaphtev [. . . ] VOpote creiasteiv" kamiav exuphrevthsh, o Antwvnh". . .

(: 120)

Just like her language, her political beliefs are an imitation. She, herself, undermines and
parodies her own words, when she switches register from the foreign stressed discourse of
the intellectual aristocrat to the flat fixed phrases of a member of the upper class who
wants to protect her position. Language is used as a ‘cover’ again in which people alter -
nate between registers to create a desirable face, behind which there is nothing. Speakers
objectify the linguistic instrument and use it to identify themselves with some thing they
are not rather than to express themselves or communicate.

Such a linguistic environment, while comic, is highly tragic in effect. Behind this sub -
versive use of language, there is nothing but people who want to distinguish themselves
from the others and to protect their authority. This distance between words and things
takes an exaggerated form and expresses something about the junta society. The author
who lets the reader to realize that under such range there are only words and no things
marks the wide range of linguistic environment used. The author brings to life a fake
Babel society that speaks different languages, in which people never communicate
because they simply want to establish their self-authority.
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CONCLUSION

kai epauvsanto oikodomouvnte" thn povlin kai ton puvrgon dia touvto eklhvqh to
ovnoma authv" Suvgcusi", ovti ekeiv sunevceen kuvrio" ta ceivlh pavsh" th" gh"

(Septuaginta, Genesis, 11. 8-9)

With this study, I examined the ways in which the linguistic choices within a novel have
been used to represent a particular place and time in the history of Modern Greece. I
discussed how this type of linguistic representation adds to the novel. The stratification of
the different language varieties within a single language and the ways in which they are
unified in a specific genre, are examined according to speaking ‘voices’, in order to
identify a system of voices that were frozen at their own place and in their own time. 

The first chapter examined the main character’s idiolect, a case of complexity because
of the use of different linguistic forms and discourse types. This exaggerated hybrid lan -
guage embodies the continuum of the MG language, from super-low D features to presti -
gious nineteenth-century strict K. The implied author criticizes through parody, irony or
humor the coexistence of linguistic forms for different purposes in the official diglossic
situation of the time in which the plot takes place. Such an unorthodox mixing of
varieties is the result of an ‘unorthodox’ legal system and the way people respond to it in
actual life.

The second chapter discussed the linguistic representation of Menios’ circle, and
focused on two linguistically different female voices that reflect both the wide social and
close family environment to which the main character belongs. Voula wants to sound ‘posh’
while Koula is after moral affirmation. From the extreme D features on the one hand, to the
prestigious New Testament Greek on the other, both of them speak a hybrid variety which
represents a social class that adopts or imitates a variety that they consider to be particularly
prestigious and which is useful for their social aspirations or moral standards.

In the third chapter, I have briefly approached the linguistic representation of politi -
cal and military authority. This focused on a discussion of the linguistic usages of a junta
Minister, a military captain, the Prime Minister and finally of a newspaper that supports
the regime’s system. Considering in advance that they all mainly use the official language
of junta, i.e. K, their linguistic varieties are reduced in terms of range. What is very appar -
ent, however, is the appearance of ‘dialogisation’ among the above, and the narrator’s
hybrid dialect which introduces a subversive and ironic perspective towards the official
code of the authority.

The fourth chapter discussed the resistance’s limited, fragmentary discourse that
examined the slogans of the students, the fragmented speech of the Athens Polytechnic
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radio station, the left-wing sociolects of youth and the speech of a self-styled left-wing
aristocrat. The essential element in all these cases is the dialogic interrelation among the
speaking voices and the narrator and the way the resistance to the junta is parodied by
both since the implied author allows them to have a massive voice but no comprehensive
language.

Clearly, there is a complicated interrelation among the speaking persons, the narrator,
and the implied author, who though completely voiceless is nevertheless emphatically
expressed through language. Apart from the intertextuality introduced by the transposi -
tion of an exaggerated and subversive nineteenth-century authority system into the
novel, all other heteroglot utterances come from the wide linguistic resources of the MG
language of the time. Such a language system, as far as it is a heteroglot one, is a demand -
ing task for the reader and would be extremely difficult to translate into other languages.
Apart from the complexity in terms of phonology, morphology, vocabulary and syntax,
the translator would be involved in trying to render orality in all its different forms in
order to capture a wide range of social contexts. Both H and L hybrids, and antiquated
forms, K features and mainly the extended discourse of Katsantwvnh", and all other lan -
guage varieties as specified in this study, combine to make a rich linguistic repertoire
which is key to a reflection of a sociopolitical abnormality. 

To conclude, this general anomaly is not presented through a simply dichotomized
world in either D or K, but in a complex hybrid language. Such a marked hybrid enables
Menios to embrace both a linguistic continuum and to communicate with both political
sides that appear to speak different languages. Menios’ idiolect, a charged and unorthodox
hybrid, linguistically bridges the gap among the two political sides that speak different
languages, and which do not actually meet into text. The fact that a range of language
varieties are included in the same genre, the novel, creates a synthesis but the way they
add to the novel, drawing on the myth of Babel, highlights heteroglossia (Tziovas 1996).
The junta Babel is portrayed in words, first at a political level, in which the political sides
express their discourse in fragments that are very close to each other, despite the fact that
they never meet or communicate. Secondly, it is portrayed at a purely linguistic level,
where people speak different ‘languages’ to distance themselves from the others. The end
of Antipoivhsi" signifies the end of the ‘triakontaethv" povlemo"’ and, through the lin -
guistic resources potentially available to the writer in Greek, which are obvious with such
an idiolect as Menios’, criticizes the results of a historical, political, and linguistic
anomaly.
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